the old primary
school is to be
'regenerated'
into a small
business
incubator what do you
think?

this was the
home of sir hans
sloane, one of
the founders of
the british
museum

Local Council
housing office:
open 9-5pm
mon-fri
020 7123 1234

The square is
built on a plague
pit dating from
1665 and has a
car park
underneath it

Bus stop: routes
23, 98 & 149
going towards
holborn, the
city and
waterloo

philosopher and
peace
campaigner
Bertrand
Russell once
lived in a flat in
this building

the new
toddlers play
area has the
best equipment
in bloomsbury

bengali
community
centre:
english & bengali
language
classes, films
and exhibitions.
open to all

Social Tapestries is a research project exploring how
local communities could benefit socially, culturally,
economically & politically by MAPPING AND SHARING
local knowledge – WHAT WE CALL 'PUBLIC AUTHORING'.
USING THE URBAN TAPESTRIES SOFTWARE PLATFORM,
PARTICIPANTS CAN CREATE AN ORGANIC AND COLLECTIVE
MEMORY, enriching the everyday experience of living in
their local area.

air pollution
monitoring
station:
Carbon
Monoxide: (72%)
PM10
Particulate:
(73%)
Nitrogen
Dioxide: (72%)
Ozone: (72%)
Sulphur Dioxide:
(72%)

Social Tapestries explores how individuals and
communities can map and share local knowledge,
information and experiences using a combination of
traditional tools and new and emerging technologies.
proboscis has created a series of hands-on activities
and an experimental software system (called URBAN
TAPESTRIES) to help people to gather together AN
ORGANIC AND COLLECTIVE MEMORY, enriching the
everyday experience of living in their local area.
HTTP://SOCIALTAPESTRIES.NET | HTTP://URBANTAPESTRIES.NET

How can people adopt and adapt consumer technologies
to intervene socially & culturally in the environment?
What kinds of issues can / should be explored?
How might perceptions of place, space, Time and
community be altered through these interventions?
june 2005

proboscis is starting to work with several community
groups in the London area to explore the types of
local community knowledge that people have and
would like to share.

proboscis believes that knowledge mapping and sharing
(public authoring) has profound implications for schools
and learning, offering new ways for students to
participate in associative learning techniques.

By working with several diverse communities we will
look at the variations in types of knowledge that
different groups choose to share. we are also
interested in the impact of different communities
within the same geographic area seeing each others
contributions.

by mapping information and knowledge in their local
environment students can collect their own original
source materials which they can study across different
subjects. by relating learning to the students everyday
lives this has the potential to increase their interest in
and focus on the subjects they study.

We hope that this visibility, transparency & access
will enrich the total picture as well as bridge the gap
of information between communities that do not
always connect directly.

school age students are also a unique group with time
and mobility to discover and map local information of
relevance and benefit to the community at large. This
will create opportunities for schools to collaborate
with other groups in their area.
what can we learn about our local
environment and community that can help
us understand where we live?
what is its history, and those of its
residents? what is its geography like?

Proboscis and Natalie Jeremijenko are collaborating
to jointly explore intersections between Proboscis'
Urban Tapestries platform which maps content to a
specific place and Natalie Jeremijenko's Feral Robots
whereby low cost robots, sold as consumer toys,
are reconfigured and transformed into vehicles of
social and cultural ACTION.
We will run workshops with local people in london
fields to investigate environmental and social issues
and to adapt robots with sensors relevant to these
concerns. An event for local people to participate in
mapping the robots feral explorations of the park is
intended as a catalyst for a different approach to
environmental and social activism.

what can we learn from the numbers of
people, things and places?
what languages and cultures flourish here?

One of the ways in which Proboscis
explores these ideas is through a
process called ‘bodystorming’.
This is a fun and tactile means of
collecting stories, developing
ideas and connections by relating
the knowledge to a physical &
geographic area. These experiences
are a way to learn more about how
people interact with ideas and
situations on physical, emotional,
intuitive and intellectual levels.

